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The Bulletin provides a list of Texts received at the Library for the period January - March 2022. The books are listed according to the Moy’s Classification Scheme which is outlined below.

Please note that our Bulletins would no longer provide a List of Legislation received from Caribbean territories (as was done previously) as access to the legislation is now provided via the Government websites of many of these territories.

**MOYS CLASSIFICATION AND THESAURUS FOR LEGAL MATERIALS, 5th ed. 2013**

**General and Non-national Legal Systems**

- **K** Journals and Reference Books
- **KA** Jurisprudence
- **KB** General and Comparative Law
- **KC** International Law
- **KD** Religious Legal Systems
- **KE** Ancient and Medieval Law

**Modern (National) Legal Systems, Common Law, Primary Materials**

**Primary Materials**

- **KF** British Isles
- **KG** Canada, U.S.A, West Indies
- **KH** Australia and New Zealand

**Treatises**

- **KL** General
- **KM** Public Law
- **KN** Private Law

**Other Modern Legal Systems**

- **KR** Africa
- **KS** Latin America
- **KT** Asia and Pacific
- **KV** Europe
- **KW** European Union Law
- **KZ** Non-legal Subjects
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**K JOURNALS AND REFERENCE BOOKS**

**K100 – 107 LEGAL WRITING, PUBLISHING**

**K 101.B47 2020**  
xvii, 153 p. ; 23 cm.  
ISBN 978-0-433-50667-6 (pbk.) Location: Judges’ Library  
This title is a helpful guide for adjudicators on how to comprehensively structure and write judgments. It also offers guidance to lawyers submitting written materials to the court. It provides insightful commentary on structure, grammar and writing for your audience and tips for making writing both clear and personal. (Source – Publisher’s website)

**KB GENERAL AND COMPARATIVE LAW**

**KB 10 – 22 BIOGRAPHY, MEMOIRS ETC.**

**KB 15.A1.D45 2021**  
*Within the law: memoirs of a Caribbean jurist* / Michael de la Bastide, Kathy Ann Waterman Latchoo. – Michael de la Bastide : Trinidad and Tobago, 2021.  
xiv, 313 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.  
ISBN 978-976-8308-20-7 Location: Main Library  
This title encapsulates the life story of Michael de la Bastide, former Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Trinidad and Tobago and the first President of the Caribbean Court of Justice. It was researched and written by Justice Kathy Ann Waterman Latchoo. Within the Law is revealing, intriguing and well flavoured with the delightful wit that Mr de la Bastide was known to dispense, both on and off the bench. (Source – JEITT Notice)

**KB 15. A2.P56 2021**  
xii, 364 p. : ill. ; 26 cm. (The CCJ Academy for Law’s Eminent Caribbean Jurists series)  
ISBN 978-976-96378-2-5 Location: Main and Judges’ Libraries  
In this publication, the Academy shares the stories of thirty-four phenomenal women. These women, having undertaken training in the law, distinguished themselves in various field, including practice at the Bar and, in some cases, the Bench. They understood the importance of advocacy and representation, and excelled in their respective fields, setting standards for all to emulate. (Source – Back Cover)
This new edition has been fully updated to reflect recent developments. In particular, it has expanded the treatment of space law and of international economic law, and introduced new sections on cyber operations and cyber warfare, as well as reflecting the Covid-19 crisis. (Source – Publisher’s website)

This book provides a novel approach to the allocation of international responsibility in a multilayered structure like the European Union. Introducing a new concept of functional international responsibility, this study finds that in international economic law the focus of international dispute settlement bodies is not on the responsible party, but on a party best placed to bear responsibility. (Source – Publisher’s website)

This book develops a rational legal design theory of international adjudication in order to explain the variation in state support for international courts. It links states’ international behaviour to domestic legal systems (civil, common and Islamic). (Source – Publisher’s website)
In this book, the author confronts the challenges facing the legal system and the potential for technology to bring much needed change. Includes a substantial new chapter updating the book with the developments in online courts since the onset of Covid-19. (Source: Publisher’s website)

This work identifies the key features of the constitutional systems in independent states and overseas territories in the Anglophone Caribbean. It discusses the foundational concepts associated with these constitutions, and reviews the development and reform of constitutional law in this region. (Source – Publisher’s website)

This new edition provides new and updated chapters which reflect new case law on central topics such as error of law, human rights, proportionality and legitimate expectations as well as legislative changes, including the impact of Brexit and new secondary literature. (Source – Publisher’s website)
This new edition provides coverage of the most up to date legislation including key decisions relating to the Sexual Offences Act 2003 (UK) and important developments in respect of evidence, practice and procedure. (Source – Publisher’s website)

This title provides comprehensive coverage of the law of professional liability. The new edition addresses all key developments and case law that have evolved since publication of the 4th Supplement to the 8th edition. (Source – Publisher’s website)

This title provides the general principles and the particular aspects of common law damages. The new edition updates the work with the latest developments since the publication of the last edition in 2018. (Source – Publisher’s website)
PROPERTY

KN 60 – 98 REAL PROPERTY

KN 60.K63 2022

xli, 360 p. ; 24 cm. (Commonwealth Caribbean law series)

ISBN 978-1-03-203366-2 (pbk.) Location: Main and Judges’ Library

Fully revised and updated to include important new case law from the various Caribbean jurisdictions, this new edition features expanded coverage of freehold estates, a glossary of key terms, and a new question and answer section at the end of the book. (Source – Publisher’s website)

PERSONS AND SOCIAL LAWS

KN 190 – 198 INDUSTRIAL LAW AND RELATIONS

KN 192.S65 2021

xcv, 830 p. ; 25 cm.

ISBN 978-0-19-886853-8 (pbk.) Location: Main Library

This title examines current employment law topics in context, providing thorough coverage of the law as it stands. This new edition has been updated to include new case law and considers the effects of the 2019 (UK) elections, Brexit, and the coronavirus pandemic on employment law matters and how this may impact the future of the law. (Source – Publisher’s website)

KN 350 – 399 PROCEDURE (GENERAL AND CIVIL)

KN 350.Z83 2021

cxlvii, 1607 p. ; 24 cm.

ISBN 978-0-414-07842-0 (print) Location: Judges’ Library

This new 4th edition has been extensively restructured and revised, with an expanded chapter on case management and party compliance, and a new chapter on committal proceedings and other enforcement processes, and is updated to take account of new legislation, case law and recent reviews into the workings of civil justice title. (Source – Publisher’s website)
cxxxvi, 2021 p. ; 25 cm.

ISBN 978-0-455-50181-9 (pbk.)

Location: Judges’ Library

*This title is now released as an annual publication. This new edition has been updated with new case law and legislative developments. (Source – Publisher’s website)*

ccclxvii, 1832 p. ; 24 cm. (The common law library)

ISBN 978-0-414-09947-0 (print)

Location: Main Library

*This new edition considers a number of important legal developments, including new chapters on the evidence in arbitration and the assessment of evidence. The chapter on expert evidence has been extensively re-written and updated to take account of recent developments in this area. (Source – Publisher’s website)*


xi, 201 p. ; 24 cm. (Elgar studies in European law and policy)


Location: Judges’ Library

*This book examines why national courts refer preliminary references to the European Court of Justice (ECJ), and what the referring court does with the answers. The author highlights the three core stages in the interaction between national courts and the ECJ: question, answer and follow-up, shedding new light on this under-explored area. (Source – Publisher’s website)*